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Choose ten films from Nos. 1 to 39
1 Apostasy 2017 

(UK 

2018)

PG GBR Urdu, 

English

Daniel 

Kokotajlo 

Drama 95 As devout Jehovah’s Witnesses, sisters Alex and Luisa and their mother, Ivanna, are united in The Truth. 

Alex looks up to her confident older sister, while striving to follow in Ivanna’s footsteps as a ‘good 

Witness’. But when Luisa starts to question the advice of the Elders, she makes a life-altering 

transgression that threatens to expel her from the congregation. Unless Ivanna and Alex can persuade her 

to return, they must shun her completely. This challenge becomes more painful when their family is faced 

with another heartbreaking test of faith.

Written and directed by Daniel Kokotajlo, a former Jehovah’s Witness, 'Apostasy' is a remarkable and 

authentic debut film, providing rare insight into the complex nature of faith, family, duty and love. 

7.9 6.9

2 Ballon NR NC DEU German Michael 

Herbig

Drama, 

History, 

Thriller

120 A German thriller about a true story of a crossing of the German border from the GDR to West Germany 

with a homemade hot-air balloon.  It follows the families Strelzyk and Wetzel who secretly built their 

balloon from scratch in a cellar in Thuringia, before flying across the border into Bavaria one night in 

September 1979.  They took about 18 months, sewing together 1,000 square metres of cloth.  They would 

build three balloons and make two failed attempts before, finally landing safely in Bavaria, making the 

first ever escape of its kind.  Starring, Friedrich Mücke, Karoline Schuch and David Kross.

n/a 7.8

3 Beast 2017

(2018 

UK)

15 GBR English Michael 

Pearce

Crime, 

Drama, 

Mystery

107 Moll is 27 and still living at home, stifled by the small island community around her and too beholden to 

her family to break away. When she meets Pascal, a free-spirited stranger, a whole new world opens up to 

her and she begins to feel alive for the first time, falling madly in love. Finally breaking free from her 

family, Moll moves in with Pascal to start a new life. But when he is arrested as the key suspect in a series 

of brutal murders, she is left isolated and afraid. Choosing to stand with him against the suspicions of the 

community, Moll finds herself forced to make choices that will impact her life forever. 

7.2 6.8

4 Border 2018 

(2019 

UK)

15 SWE Swedish Ali Abbasi Drama, 

Fantasy, 

Romance

110 Customs officer Tina is known for her extraordinary sense of smell. It's almost as if she can sniff out the 

guilt on anyone hiding something. But when Vore, a suspicious-looking man, walks past her, her abilities 

are challenged for the first time ever. Tina can sense Vore is hiding something she can't identify. Even 

worse, she feels a strange attraction to him. As Tina develops a special bond with Vore and discovers his 

true identity, she also realises the truth about herself. 

7.9 7.1

5 Boy Erased 2018

(2019 

UK)

15 AUS, 

USA

English Joel 

Edgerton

Biography, 

Drama

115 Boy Erased tells the story of Jared (Lucas Hedges) in a small American town who, as a 19 year old student, 

is outed to his parents Nancy (Nicole Kidman) and Marshall (Russell Crowe).  His father, a Baptist 

preacher, gives Jared an ultimatum: attend a church-supported gay conversion therapy program - or be 

permanently exiled and shunned by his family, friends, and faith.  This is the true story of one young 

man's struggle to find himself while being forced to question every aspect of his identity.

6.9 7
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6 Can You Ever 

Forgive Me?

2018

(2019 

UK)

15 USA English Marielle 

Heller

Biography, 

Comedy, 

Crime

106 Melissa McCarthy stars as Lee Israel, best selling celebrity biographer, and cat lover, who made her living 

in the 70’s and 80’s profiling the likes of Katharine Hepburn and Estee Lauder. When Lee is unable to get 

published after falling out of step with the marketplace, she turns her skills to deception, abetted by loyal 

friend Jack (Richard E Grant. McCarthy and Grant enjoy a natural comedy chemistry which is a joy to 

watch. The director is less interested in the machinations of Israel’s scheme but more the psychology 

behind it, giving us a touchingly understated portrait of self loathing and loneliness. Nominated for two 

Golden Globes. 

8.2 7.2

7 Capernaum 2018

(2019 

UK)

15 LEB, 

FRA, 

USA

Arabic Nadine 

Labaki

Drama 126 Capernaüm ("Chaos") tells the story of Zain (Zain al-Rafeea), a Lebanese boy who sues his parents for the 

"crime" of giving him life. The film follows Zain as he journeys from gutsy, streetwise child to hardened 12-

year-old "adult" fleeing his negligent parents, surviving through his wits on the streets, where he meets 

Ethiopian migrant worker Rahil, who provides him with shelter and food, as Zein takes care of her baby 

son Yonas in return. Zein later gets Jailed for committing a violent crime, and finally seeks justice in a 

courtroom. Capernaum is ultimately a hopeful film that stirs the heart as deeply as it cries out for action.

7.8 8.3

8 Cold War 2018 15 POL, 

GBR, 

FRA

Polish, 

French

Pawel 

Pawlikowsk

i

Drama, 

Music, 

Romance

89 In the ruins of post-war Poland, Wiktor (Tomasz Kot) and Zula (Joanna Kulig) fall deeply, obsessively and 

destructively in love. As performing musicians forced to play into the Soviet propaganda machine, they 

dream of escaping to the creative freedom of the West. But one day, as they spot their chance to make a 

break for Paris, both make a split decision that will mark their lives forever. As the years march on in the 

wake of that moment, Wiktor and Zula watch the world changing around them, always struggling to find 

their moment in time. Winner of the Best Director award at the Cannes Film Festival 2018, Pawlikowski 

melds the personal with the political to exquisite effect.   

8.2 7.7

9 Colette 2018

(2019 

UK)

15 GBR, 

USA

English Wash 

Westmorel

and

Biography, 

Drama, 

History

111 English director Wash Westmoreland’s (Still Alice 2014) take on Colette (Keira Knightley) is exhilarating, 

funny, inspiring and gorgeous. The first third of this story is pretty traditional, Colette is a country girl 

waiting to get whisked away into marriage by the worldly literary playboy known simply as Willy (Dominic 

West). When the new bride is presented at the salons, Parisian gossips are stunned. Is the notorious 

libertine Willy finally ready to settle down?

7.2 6.8

10 Custody 2017

(2018 

UK)

15 FRA French Xavier 

Legrand

Drama 93 Miriam and Antoine Besson have divorced.  Antoine Besson is a nice man; that is the very reason why he, 

the caring father, is asking for joint custody of Julien.  Well, all that would be fine provided Antoine 

actually was the man he claims to be. The trouble is that his wife and his two children see him in a very 

different light.  Miriam is seeking sole custody of their son Julien to protect him from a father she claims is 

violent.  Antoine pleads his case as a scorned dad whose children have been turned against him by their 

vindictive mother.  Unsure who is telling the truth, the appointed judge rules in favour of joint custody.  

Starring Léa Drucker, Denis Ménochet and Thomas Gioria.

7.9 7.6
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11 Disobedience 2017

(2018 

UK)

15 IRL, 

GBR, 

USA

English, 

Hebrew

Sebastian 

Lelio

Drama, 

Romance

114 This absorbing and moving love story follows a woman as she returns to her Orthodox Jewish community 

that shunned her decades earlier for an attraction to a female childhood friend, Esti (Rachel McAdams).  

New York photographer Ronit Krushka (Rachel Weisz) flies to London after learning about the death of her 

estranged father. The poignancy of her dad’s modest family home and his death bed, moved downstairs 

to the front room in his final days, reinforces the severity and austerity of Ronit’s family background  and 

also how transgressive her renewed affair with Esti is.  Once back, their happy reunion reignites their 

burning passion as the two women explore boundaries of faith and sexuality.  Based on a book by Naomi 

Alderman. 

7.2 6.6

12 Dogman 2018 15 ITA, 

FRA

Italian Matteo 

Garrone

Crime, 

Drama, 

Thriller

103 In a seaside village on the outskirts of an Italian city, where the only law seems to be survival of the fittest, 

Marcello is a slight, mild-mannered man who divides his days between working at his modest dog 

grooming salon, caring for his daughter Alida, and being coerced into the petty criminal schemes of the 

local bully Simoncino, an ex-boxer who terrorizes the neighborhood. When Simoncino's abuse finally 

brings Marcello to a breaking point, he decides to stand up for his own dignity through an act of 

vengeance, with unintended consequences.

7.7 7.3

13 Everybody 

Knows

2018

(2019 

UK)

15 ESP, 

FRA, 

ITA

Spanish Asghar 

Farhadi

Crime, 

Drama, 

Mystery

133 The film follows the journey of Carolina (Penélope Cruz) as she travels with her family from Buenos Aires 

to her hometown in Spain for her sister's wedding, bringing her two children along for the occasion.  A 

celebration with unforeseen events and consequences follows. Amid the joyful reunion the eldest 

daughter is abducted. In the tense days that follow, various family and community tensions surface and 

deeply hidden secrets are revealed.  Also stars Javier Bardem.

6.9 7

14 Fisherman's 

Friends

2019 12A GBR English Chris 

Foggin

Comedy, 

Drama, 

Musical

112 A fast-living, cynical London music executive Danny (Daniel Mays) heads to a remote Cornish village on a 

stag weekend where he's pranked by his boss (Noel Clarke) into trying to sign a group of shanty singing 

fishermen led by Jim (James Purefoy). He becomes the ultimate 'fish out of water' as he struggles to gain 

the respect or enthusiasm of the unlikely boy band and their families including Alwyn (Tuppence 

Middleton) who value friendship and community over fame and fortune.  As he's drawn deeper into the 

traditional way of life he's forced to re-evaluate his own integrity and to question what success really 

means.  Cast includes David Johns from “I, Daniel Blake”.  

5.4 7

15 Foxtrot 2017 

(UK 

2018)

15 ISR Hebrew Samuel 

Maoz

Drama 113 Michael (Lior Ashkenazi) and Dafna (Sarah Adler), an affluent Tel Aviv couple, experience gut-wrenching 

grief when army officials arrive at their home to announce the death of their soldier son, Jonathan 

(Yonaton Shiray), while on duty.  Michael becomes increasingly frustrated by overzealous mourning 

relatives and well-meaning army bureaucrats.  While his sedated wife rests, Michael spirals into a 

whirlwind of anger only to experience one of life's unfathomable twists - a twist that can only be rivalled 

by the surreal military experiences of his son.

8.2 7.4
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16 Free Solo 2018 12A USA English Jimmy Chin, 

Elizabeth 

Chai 

Vasarhelyi

Documenta

ry

100 An intimate and unflinching portrait of the solo free climber Alex Honnold, as he prepares to achieve his 

lifelong dream: climbing the face of the 3,000ft rock cliff, El Capitan in Yosemite National Park - without a 

rope.  A great athletic feat, Honnold's climb set the ultimate standard: perfection or death.  While training, 

he begins to fall in love, threatening his focus and his mental armour of invincibility. Succeeding in this 

challenge, Honnold enters his story in the annals of human achievement.  The film-makers capture both 

the thrill of the climb and an inspiring portrait of an athlete who exceeded our current understanding of 

human physical and mental potential; whose human spirit triumphed.

8.2 8.6

17 Green Book 2018

(2019 

UK)

12A USA English Peter 

Farrelly

Biography, 

Comedy, 

Drama

130 In 1962, Tony “Tony Lip” Vallelonga (Viggo Mortensen), a tough bouncer, is looking for work when his 

nightclub closes.  He takes a job as driver for the African-American classical pianist Dr Don Shirley 

(Mahershala Ali) for a concert tour into the Deep South states.  Although not enthused at working for a 

black man, Tony accepts the job.  They begin their trek armed with The Negro Motorist Green Book, a 

travel guide for safe travel through America’s racial segregation.  Together, the snobbishly erudite pianist 

and the crudely practical bouncer can barely get along because of their clashing attitudes to life and 

different ideals.  However, as the disparate pair witness and endure America’s appalling injustices on the 

road, they gain a newfound respect for each other’s talents.  In doing so, they nurture a friendship and 

understanding that would change both their lives.  Winner of 3 Oscars and 1 BAFTA.

7.3 8.3

18 Happy as 

Lazzaro

2018

(2019 

UK)

NC ITA Italian Alice 

Rohrwache

r

Drama 125 This is the tale of a meeting between Lazzaro, a young peasant so good that he is often mistaken for 

simple-minded, and Tancredi, a young nobleman cursed by his imagination.  Life in their isolated pastoral 

village Inviolata is dominated by the terrible Marchesa Alfonsina deLuna, the queen of cigarettes. A loyal 

bond is sealed when Tancredi asks Lazzaro to help him orchestrate his own kidnapping.  This strange and 

improbable alliance is a revelation for Lazzaro, a friendship so precious that it will travel in time and 

transport Lazzaro in search of Tancredi.  His first time in the big city, Lazzaro is like a fragment of the past 

lost in the modern world.

7.7 7.7

19 Human Flow 2017

(NR 

UK)

12 DEU English Ai WeiWei Documenta

ry

140 Human Flow is director and artist Ai Weiwei's detailed and heart-breaking exploration into the global 

refugee crisis. There has been no dearth of documentaries about this topic, but this one comes closest to 

describing the totality of the issue. Ghastly facts and mind-numbing numbers continuously flash on the 

screen as more boats arrive upon the shores. The first images are of the Greek island of Lesbos, a 

frequent first perch for many Syrian refugees, where there appears to be a semblance of procedure. 

There are cups of hot tea and those emergency blankets made of golden foil, which unfortunately don’t 

align with the migrants’ fortunes.

7.6 6.9

20 If Beale Street 

Could Talk

2018

(2019 

UK)

15 USA English, 

Spanish

Barry 

Jenkins

Crime, 

Drama, 

Romance

119 Set in early-1970s Harlem, If Beale Street Could Talk is a timeless and moving love story of both a couple's 

unbreakable bond and the African-American family's empowering embrace, as told through the eyes of 19-

year-old Tish Rivers. Tish vividly recalls the passion, respect and trust that have connected her and her 

fiancé Fonny since childhood, the devoted couple dream of a future together but their plans are derailed 

when Fonny is arrested for a crime he did not commit. The filmmaker poetically crosses time frames to 

show how love and humanity endure. 

8.6 7.5
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21 In the Fade 2017 

(UK 

2018)

18 DEU, 

FRA

German,  

Greek

Fatih Akin Crime, 

Drama, 

Thriller

106 After the death of her family in a terrorist attack, Katja’s (Diane Kruger) life falls apart. Her friends and 

extended family try to give her the support she needs, and Katja somehow manages to make it through 

the funeral. But the mind numbing search for the perpetrators and reasons behind the senseless killing 

complicate Katja’s painful mourning, opening wounds and doubts. Katja struggles as she endures the trial 

against the two suspects: a young couple from the neo-Nazi scene. The trial pushes Katja to the edge and 

there’s simply no alternative for her: she wants justice.

6.7 7.1

22 Isle of Dogs 2018 PG DEU, 

USA

English, 

Japanese

Wes 

Anderson

Animation, 

Adventure, 

Comedy

101 As a nasty, extremely virulent canine flu ravages the technologically-advanced metropolis of Megasaki, 

the unscrupulous and corrupt mayor, Kobayashi, banishes all dogs to Trash Island.  The first dog to be 

exiled there is Spots, the beloved four-legged companion of Kobayashi's twelve-year-old ward and 

orphaned nephew, Atari.  The boy summons up the courage to set off alone on his very own odyssey, a 

dangerous rescue mission.  However, to reunite with his best friend, the boy will need the precious help 

of a marauding pack of five alpha dogs, not least to fend off a rescue team accompanied by a robot dog 

that Kobayashi sent to retrieve Atari.  Voiced by a host of famous voices, the director and writers are 

largely the same team as in “Moonrise Kingdom” which we screened in 2014.  

8 7.9

23 Leave No 

Trace

2018 12 USA, 

CAN

English Debra 

Granik

Drama 109 Will (Ben Foster), an Iraq War veteran suffering from PTSD, and his teenage daughter, Tom (Thomasin 

Harcourt McKenzie) have lived off the grid for years in the forests of Portland, Oregon.  When their idyllic 

life is shattered, both are put into social services.  After clashing with their new surroundings, Will and 

Tom set off on a harrowing journey back to their wild homeland.  The film script is adapted by the director 

and Anne Rosellini.  It is based on the novel My Abandonment by Peter Rock.

8.5 7.2

24 Love Sonia 2018

(2019 

UK)

18 IND Hindi, 

English

Tabrez 

Noorani

Drama 122 Inspired by real life events, Love Sonia is the story of a young girl's journey to rescue her sister from the 

dangerous world of international sex trafficking. It’s the directorial debut of ‘Slumdog Millionaire’ and 

‘Lion’ producer Tabrez Noorani and it takes inspiration from the true story of an Indian girl who was 

trafficked into the sex trade. Sonia (Mrunal Thakur) is a 17-year-old from a rural Indian village who is 

forced on a journey to rescue her sister Preeti (Riya Sisodiya). Horrifyingly, their father has sold her to pay 

off his mounting debts. Soon, Sonia finds herself trapped as a sex slave in a brothel in Mumbai’s red-light 

district with no one to support her except for prostitutes Madhuri (Richa Chadha) and Rashmi (Freida 

Pinto).

6.8 7.4

25 McQueen 2018 15 GBR English Ian 

Bonhôte, 

Peter 

Ettedgui

Documenta

ry, 

Biography

111 Alexander McQueen's rags-to-riches story is a modern-day fairy tale, laced with the gothic. Mirroring the 

savage beauty, boldness and vivacity of his design, this documentary is an intimate revelation of 

McQueen's own world, both tortured and inspired, which celebrates a radical and mesmerizing genius of 

profound influence.  The life and career of fashion designer Lee Alexander McQueen: from his start as a 

tailor, to launching and overseeing his eponymous line and his untimely death. Writer: Peter Ettedgui  

Stars: Bernard Arnault, Joseph Bennett, Detmar Blow.

7.8 7.9
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26 Never Look 

Away

2018

(NR 

UK)

NC DEU,

ITA

German, 

Russian

Florian 

Henckel 

von 

Donnersma

rck

Drama, 

History, 

Thriller

189 Inspired by real events and spanning three eras of German history, the film tells the story of a young art 

student, Kurt (Tom Schilling) who falls in love with fellow student, Ellie (Paula Beer). Ellie's father, 

Professor Seeband (Sebastian Koch), a famous doctor, is dismayed at his daughter's choice of boyfriend, 

and vows to destroy the relationship. What neither of them knows is that their lives are already 

connected through a terrible crime Seeband committed decades ago... 

7.4 7.6

27 On Chesil 

Beach

2017

(2018 

UK)

15 GBR English Dominic 

Cooke

Drama, 

Music, 

Romance

110 The drama centres on a young couple of different backgrounds in the summer of 1962.  This sensitive 

adaptation of Ian McEwan’s acclaimed short novel follows the pair through their idyllic courtship, leading 

to an awkward and fateful wedding night. As Florence and Edward settle down for their first dinner as a 

married couple, a nervous energy fills the air. But while it might appear the fledgling husband and wife are 

suffering from wedding night jitters, as the evening unfolds it becomes apparent something else is 

creating a divide.  The film stars Saoirse Ronan, Billy Howle, Anne-Marie Duff, Adrian Scarborough, Emily 

Watson, and Samuel West.

6.4 6.3

28 On Her 

Shoulders

2018

(2019 

UK)

12A USA English Alexandria 

Bombach

Documenta

ry, 

Biography

95 Nadia Murad, a 23-year-old Yazidi genocide and ISIS sexual slavery survivor, is determined to tell her 

story. As her journey leads down paths of advocacy and fame, she becomes the voice of her people and 

their best hope to spur the world to action. The film shows her new life as a kind of exiled vocational 

statelessness, making speeches, attending formal events and seminars. During the film she listens 

courteously to interpreters, suppressing tears and enduring unimaginably crass and clumsy questioning 

about her experiences from TV and radio hosts. Nadia is shown surrounded by crowds, but her utter 

loneliness is heartbreaking. Despite her painful struggle she has become a dignified and eloquent human 

rights advocate, and this year was the joint winner of the Nobel peace prize.

7.8 7.3

29 Peterloo 2018 12A GBR English Mike Leigh Drama, 

History

154 An epic portrayal of the events surrounding the infamous 1819 Peterloo Massacre, where a peaceful pro-

democracy rally at St Peter's Field in Manchester turned into one of the bloodiest and most notorious 

episodes in British history. The massacre saw British government forces charge into a crowd of over 

60,000 that had gathered to demand political reform and protest against rising levels of poverty. Many 

protesters were killed and hundreds more injured, sparking a nationwide outcry but also further 

government suppression. The Peterloo Massacre was a defining moment in British democracy which also 

played a significant role in the founding of The Guardian newspaper. Stars: Rory Kinnear, Maxine Peake 

and Neil Bell. 

6.2 6.5

30 Return to 

Cuba

2016

(NR 

UK)

NC CAN, 

CUB

Spanish David 

Fabrega

Documenta

ry, 

Biography

78 After 18 years living in Italy, the Cuban Barbara Ramos returns to live in her homeland.  In the town of 

Santa Clara, she discovers through the projects of family and friends what has changed in Cuba but also 

what has not and will likely never change. Shot over a period of three years - the time it took Barbara to 

build her dream house - RETURN TO CUBA chronicles her life in the wake of Raul Castro's liberal reforms 

and reconciliation with the United States of America.  A light-hearted yet energetic movie positively 

demonstrating that finding happiness is possible in today's Cuba

n/a 8.7
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31 Shoplifters 2018 15 JPN Japanese Hirokazu 

Koreeda

Crime, 

Drama

121 A Palme d'Or winning drama about a Japanese family of crooks. From the director of Like Father, Like Son 

and Our Little Sister. The ensuing drama is a complex, subtle, mysterious film that builds to an extra-

ordinary surprise ending. A Japanese couple stuck with inadequate incomes take to shoplifting to make 

ends meet.  However, the unusual routine is about to change from matter-of-fact to something more 

dramatic. After a routine shoplifting spree they are going home when they spot a hungry little girl and 

before long the family has expanded to six, as they open their doors to this beleaguered young girl.  As the 

Director comments, my films are complicated because life is never simple.  The film ends with a twist 

worthy of psychological suspense noir. 

8.8 8.1

32 Stan & Ollie 2018

(2019 

UK)

PG GBR, 

CAN, 

USA

English Jon S. Baird Biography, 

Comedy, 

Drama

98 The true story of Hollywood’s greatest comedy double act, Laurel and Hardy, is brought to the big screen 

for the first time. The inimitable movie icons, played by Steve Coogan and John C. Reilly, set out on a 

variety hall tour of Britain in 1953. Diminished by age and with their golden era as the kings of Hollywood 

comedy now behind them, they face an uncertain future. As the charm and beauty of their performances 

shines through, they re-connect with their adoring fans and the tour becomes a hit. However, Stan and 

Ollie cannot quite shake off the spectre of Laurel and Hardy’s past and the long buried ghosts, coupled 

with Oliver’s failing health, start to threaten their precious partnership.

7.5 7.6

33 The 

Breadwinner

2017 

(UK 

2018)

12A IRE, 

CAN

English Nora 

Twomey

Animation, 

Drama

94 From executive producer Angelina Jolie and the creators of the Academy Award nominated The Secret of 

Kells and Song of the Sea, based on Deborah Ellis' bestselling novel.  Parvana is an 11-year-old girl growing 

up under the Taliban in Afghanistan in 2001. When her father is wrongfully arrested, Parvana cuts off her 

hair and dresses like a boy in order to support her family.  Working alongside her friend Shauzia, Parvana 

discovers a new world of freedom-and danger.  With undaunted courage, Parvana draws strength from 

the fantastical stories she invents, as she embarks on a quest to find her father and reunite her family. 

7.9 7.7

34 The Ciambra 2017

(2018 

UK)

15 ITA Italian, 

English

Jonas 

Carpignano

Crime, 

Drama

118 In The Ciambra, a small Romani community in Calabria, Pio Amato is desperate to grow up fast.  At 14, he 

drinks, smokes and is one of the few to easily slide between the region's factions - the local Italians, the 

African refugees and his fellow Romani. Pio follows his older brother Cosimo everywhere, learning the 

necessary skills for life on the streets of their hometown.  When Cosimo disappears and things start to go 

wrong, Pio sets out to prove he's ready to step into his big brother's shoes but soon finds himself faced 

with an impossible decision that will show if he is truly ready to become a man.  Starring Pio Amato, 

Iolanda Amato, Koudous Seihon and Damiano Amato.

7.2 6.9

35 The Guernsey 

Literary and 

Potato Peel 

Pie Society

2018 12A GBR, 

FRA, 

USA

English Mike 

Newell

Drama, 

History, 

Romance

124 A correspondence begins between journalist Juliet Ashton (Lily James) in London and members of The 

Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society: a society set up during the war during the Nazi Occupation 

of Guernsey.  When an idea for a book catches Juliet she goes to visit the island, making lifelong friends 

and taking life changing steps along the way.  This story is told by way of letters and, as the viewer, you 

become enchanted by the writers of them and the love Juliet comes to feel for each of the Islanders; 

Dawsey (Michael Huisman), Amelia (Penelope Wilton), Isola (Katherine Parkinson), Eben (Tom Courtenay), 

Kit and Elizabeth (Jessica Brown Findlay).  A beautiful story of love, friendship and the sadness of friends 

lost. 

6.4 7.4
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36 The Guilty 2018 15 DEN Danish Gustav 

Möller 

Crime, 

Drama, 

Thriller

85 Copenhagen cop Asger (Jakob Cedergren), working in an emergency call centre while awaiting a 

disciplinary hearing, receives a call from a frightened woman named Iben (Jessica Dinnage), who has been 

abducted by her ex-husband (Johan Olsen), but the call from within his car becomes disconnected. The 

consequent action never leaves the confines of the call centre.  Acting on instinct, Asger takes matters 

into his own hands, hoping that success will bolster his case at the disciplinary hearing, but with 

disconcerting consequences.  By refusing to follow protocol, the macho maverick complicates the already 

delicate predicament of the desperate woman who has taken the risk of calling the police while being 

abducted by a man with a record of violence.

8 7.6

37 The Souvenir 2019

(NR 

UK)

NC GBR, 

USA

English Joanna 

Hogg

Drama 

Mystery, 

Romance

119 A dark romance, all the more devastating because of the very British restraint with which its story is told.  

Julie (Honor Swinton Byrne) is an ingenuous young film student in a destructive relationship with an older 

man, Anthony (Tom Burke), who claims to work for the Foreign Office. He is cultured, worldly wise, a bit 

debauched and not as well off as his extravagant lifestyle suggests.  The tension mounts as Anthony’s 

behaviour becomes ever more erratic.  Set in London in the early 1980s, the characters here seem 

unaffected by the difficulties around them; they are upper middle-class types who exist in a bubble.  A 

rich, eclectic 80s soundtrack includes everything from Robert Wyatt’s elegiac “Shipbuilding” to songs by 

The Fall, The Pretenders and Jona Lewie.

8.5 6.9

38 Wildlife 2018 12A USA English Paul Dano Drama 105 In this adaptation of Richard Ford's novel of the same name, Joe (Ed Oxenbould), a teenage boy has 

moved to a small town in Montana with his parents, Jeanette (Carey Mulligan) and Jerry (Jake Gyllenhaal).  

They are on the genteel middle-class poverty line, living from pay cheque to pay cheque, and then to lack 

of pay cheque.  Nearby, an uncontrolled forest fire rages close to the Canadian border, and when Jerry 

loses his job and his sense of purpose he decides to join the cause of fighting the fire, leaving his wife and 

son to fend for themselves. This signals the end of the marriage, and Joe is the witness to his mother 

Jeanette’s depression and her courage in facing up to her new life choices. 

7.7 7

39 You Were 

Never Really 

Here

2017 

(UK 

2018)

15 GBR, 

FRA, 

USA

English Lynne 

Ramsay

Crime, 

Drama, 

Mystery

89 A traumatized veteran, unafraid of violence, tracks down missing girls for a living.

When a job spins out of control, Joe's (Joaquin Phoenix) nightmares overtake him as a conspiracy is 

uncovered leading to what may be his death trip or his awakening.

Phoenix is riveting as Joe, the psychologically damaged protagonist, a grizzled and taciturn Gulf War 

veteran, now making a living as a contract killer specialising in the rescue of victims of sex slavery. He lives 

with his elderly, dependent mother (Judith Roberts) in their dilapidated house in New York, and any 

tenderness left within him is saved for her, the mother and son share a disturbing history of spousal and 

parental abuse.

8.2 6.8

Ratings from Rot Tom:  Rotten Tomatoes - www.rottentomatoes.com - average rating out of 10 from critics.

IMDB:  Internet Movie Database - www.imdb.com - average rating out of 10 from all reviewers.
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